
As a concept, uCPE promises to drive a huge transformational shift in enterprise networking by:  

While enterprise adoption of uCPE is predicted to triple year-on-year, unfortunately many of the uCPE solutions currently 
on the market don’t deliver on the promises listed above. This is because these solutions are used as a vehicle to 
introduce pre-defined managed services into your business, rather than provide a platform to cater to your needs. This 
ultimately prevents your business realising all of the transformational benefits that are possible with uCPE.

WHAT IS NSC} YOUCPE™? 

Reducing costs and 
maximising return on your 

network investment

Breaking vendor lock-in 
and increasing the agility 

of your IT department

Providing greater choice 
and genuine flexibility 

Enhancing security, enabling 
innovation and future-
proofing your network

nsc} YouCPE™, powered by Dell Technologies and optimized with Intel® Xeon® Scalable Processors, is the uCPE 
solution for the enterprise that delivers on the promises, giving you unmatched choice and flexibility to unlock the 
potential of your network
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WHAT IS NSC} YOUCPETM?

nsc} YouCPETM is the uCPE solution for the enterprise that delivers on the promises, giving you unmatched choice 
and flexibility to unlock the potential of your network.

To find out more about how your business can realise the transformational benefits of nsc} 

YouCPETM, please click here to visit our Partners page.

Dell Technologies, Dell and EMC are trademarks of Dell Inc. or its subsidiaries in the USA and other countries. 
Intel, the Intel logo, Xeon, and Xeon Inside are trademarks or registered trademarks of Intel Corporation in the U.S. and/or other countries. 

Key benefits of YouCPETM:

Available in multiple 
hardware specifications

Managed by our hosted 
YouCPETM Orchestrator

Installed and supported 
anywhere in the world by 

our Global Field Engineers

Operated by our 24x7x365 
Global Network Operations 

Centre

WHY CHOOSE NSC} YouCPETM AS YOUR uCPE SOLUTION? 

Unlike other uCPE solutions, YouCPETM has been designed specifically to keep the options open at every turn, allowing you to 

shape the solution to fit the unique needs of your business and make uCPE work for you.

OTHER UCPE 
SOLUTIONS nsc} YouCPETM

WAN CARRIER 
INDEPENDENT?

Yes - YouCPETM platform is WAN carrier and location 
agnostic so you have full choice and flexibility.

HOSTED uCPE 
ORCHESTRATOR?

Yes - YouCPETM orchestrator layer is provided as a 
service so you have a consistent and globally managed 
platform.

OPTIMIZED FOR VNF 
EFFICIENCY?

Yes - YouCPETM is optimised so you have more hardware 
resources to run and power your VNFs.

FULL CHOICE OF 
VNFS?

Yes - YouCPETM gives unlimited VNF choice and 
configuration so you can choose the VNFs to fit your 
business needs.

FULL CHOICE OF VNF 
SERVICE MODEL?

Yes - YouCPETM offers multiple service model options 
so you can choose the model that meets your 
requirements.

https://nscglobal.com/en/our-partners/dell/

